Applied Physics Orientation Agenda

Monday September 18

9:30-10:00am  Light refreshments and coffee provided in Watson Lobby.

10:00-10:45am  Introduction to Applied Physics. Location: Watson 104

10:45-11:00am  Option Manager Jennifer Blankenship goes through welcome folders, enumerates resources and gives key information about finding an advisor. Location: Steele 125.

11:00-11:45am  Applied Physics Graduate Student Panel. Ryan Marshall (Bellan Group), Ioana Craiciu (Faraon Group), Jash Banker (Nadj-Perge Group), Teddy Albertson (Troian Group), Michael Fang (Painter Group), Qifan Yang (Vahala Group). Location: Watson 104

11:45-12:30pm  Lunch with faculty and panelists. Location: Watson Patio

2:30-3:30pm  Mandatory Safety Orientation. Location: 135 Gates-Thomas

3:30-5:30pm  Mentorship Program Kickoff. Refreshments provided. Location: Watson Patio

5:30-7:00pm  Graduate Student Dinner. Location: Dabney Gardens